Abstract: Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI) is a new imaging modality with the potential to be a new medical tool for angiographic diagnostics. It is capable of visualizing the spatial distribution of super-paramagnetic nanoparticles in high temporal and spatial resolution. Furthermore, the new spatial encoding scheme of a eld free line (FFL) promises a ten-fold higher sensitivity. So far, all know imaging devices featuring this new technique feature slow data acquisition and thus, are far away from real-time imaging capability. An actual real-time approach requires a complex eld generator and an application of currents with very precise amplitude and phase. Here, we present the rst implementation and calibration of a dynamic FFL eld sequence enabling the acquisition of 50 MPI images per second in a mouse sized scanner.
Introduction
Two spatial encoding schemes have been investigated for the new imaging modality MPI [1] . One is based on a eld free point (FFP) and one on a FFL. FFL imaging promises a ten-fold higher sensitivity [2], but could not be realized for real-time data acquisition yet. Furthermore, optimized reconstruction methods could be utilized to reconstruct the acquired data online [3] . It has been previously shown that an electrically, but still discrete, rotation of a FFL might have the potential to be suited for this scenario [4] [5] [6] [7] . Based on this work, a realization of a dynamic trajectory for realtime FFL-MPI is investigated and veri ed with a preliminary phantom measurement. The system acquires 50 twodimensional frames per second. °. The lower plot shows a magni ed extract where the excitation signal can be resolved. Here, an excitation signal of kHz is utilized.
Methods
The utilized approach to enable a dynamic radial trajectory is based on a rotating gradient eld featuring a FFL with a rotation frequency of f rot = Hz. This eld is generated by two quadropoles (SF and SF ). The FFL is shifted orthogonally in relation to its extension with a frequency of f trans = kHz. This is achieved by two perpendicular aligned Helmholtz coil pairs (DFx and DFy). Four independent sending channels are needed for this scenario. The shape of the signals is de ned as follows
The desired currents for the named trajectory are shown in Fig. 1 which indicates a FFL rotation of °. This sequence is calibrated with a feedback loop by measuring the voltages over the eld generating coils and compensat- ing for any phase and amplitude di erences caused by the system itself. Furthermore, to evaluate if the applied eld sequences are suitable for imaging and if the minimized phase and amplitude di erences do not result in artifacts, a simple phantom measurement is utilized. A simple phantom with three delta samples is lled with undiluted Resovist ® and pulled two times through the the FOV during image acquisition. The phantom is shown in Fig. 2 . During data acquisiton, the phantom was moved through the imaging plane twice.
Results
The utilized feedback loop minimizes phase and amplitude di erences between the sending coils. This is con rmed by measuring the delta sample phantom from Fig. 2 . The reconstructed data is shown in Fig. 3 . The single samples can clearly be resolved. Furthermore, one can identify that the particle distribution appears twice which correlates with the movement of the phantom.
Conclusion
Ensuring a dynamic trajectory for FFL-MPI is the basis for real-time data acquisition and enables reconstruction of 50 frames per second with the proposed scanner design. Therefore, the utilized method minimizes amplitude and phase errors. The preliminary phantom measurements con rm great agreement. For future work, more complex phantoms have to be analyzed and additionally, an implementation of a online reconstruction could directly monitor the actual particle distribution. Furthermore, ow measurements are possible with the presented imaging device.
− − x / mm y / mm t / s Figure 3: The plot shows the reconstructed particle signal on the two-dimensional imaging region x/y ( × mm ) over a time period of s. During imaging time, a phantom with three delta samples of undiluted Resovist ® (see Fig. 2 ) passed the imaging slice twice. These time points, as well as the delta samples, are clearly identi able in the plot.
